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Abstract

Temperature is one of the limiting factors in the application of power transformers.
According to IEC 60076-7 standard, a temperature increase of 6�C doubles the insulation
ageing rate, reducing the expected lifetime of the device. Power losses of the transformer
behave as a heating source, and the insulating liquids act as a coolant circulating through the
windings and dissipating heat. For these reasons, thermal modelling becomes an important
fact of transformer design, and both manufacturers and utilities consider it. Different tech-
niques for thermal modelling have been developed and used for determining the hot-spot
temperature, which is the highest temperature in the winding, and it is related with
the degradation rate of the solid insulation. First models were developed as a first estimation
for modelling the hot-spot temperature and the top-oil temperature. These models were
based on thermal-electric analogy and are known as dynamic models. Other two different
kinds of models are widely used for thermal modelling, known as Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and Thermal Hydraulic Network Models (THNMs). These two techniques
determine the temperature and velocity fields in the winding and in the insulating fluid. In
this chapter, the different techniques for transformer thermal modelling will be introduced
and described.

Keywords: thermal modelling, power transformer, electrical insulation system, CFD,
THNM

1. Introduction

Power transformers are key devices in the electrical grids, and this is a main reason for utilities
andmanufacturers to improve its performance and lifetime expectancy. Although its performance
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is over 99%, heat generation becomes a key factor for power limitation and expected lifetime.
Transformer insulation ageing is sensible to temperature, doubling the ageing rate with a 6�C
increase over the designed temperature according to IEC Standard 60076-7 [1]. High tempera-
tures are caused by losses in the device, mainly due to Joule losses and eddy losses in the
windings. The transformer insulation system that consists of a dielectric fluid and a solid insula-
tion is the most critical part, and its degradation is related with the expected lifetime of the device
[1]. The standard previously cited proposes a formulation to determine the ageing acceleration
with the temperature

U ¼ 2 θh�98ð Þ=6ð Þ (1)

U ¼ e
15000

110þ273� 15000
θhþ273

� �
(2)

where V is the relative ageing rate of the insulation, which is calculated by Eq. (1) for normal
insulation paper and by Eq. (2) for thermally upgraded insulation paper, and θh refers to the
hot-spot temperature (�C). Both equations indicate that the relative ageing rate is sensible to
hot-spot temperature variations as shown in Table 1.

For this reason, the estimation of the hot-spot temperature becomes an important task for manu-
facturers and utilities. Different models have been developed for the study of hot-spot tempera-
ture in oil-immersed power transformers that will be introduced in the following sections.

2. Dynamic models

The first thermal modelling technique described is the dynamic thermal model. These models
are based on the thermoelectric analogy to design a circuit based on the thermal resistance and

θh (�C) Normal paper Thermally upgraded paper

80 0.125 0.036

86 0.25 0.073

92 0.5 0.145

98 1.0 0.282

104 2.0 0.536

110 4.0 1.0

116 8.0 1.83

122 16.0 3.29

128 32.0 5.8

134 64.0 10.1

140 128.0 17.2

Table 1. Relative ageing rate for different hot-spot temperatures [1].
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thermal capacitance of the transformer [2]. The circuit is modelled by a partial differential
equation whose solution gives the evolution of the hot-spot temperature over time. Normally,
to simplify the solution, an intermediate circuit often comes with the hot-spot temperature
model to obtain the top-oil temperature, Figure 1.

These models are associated with the differential equations, Eqs. (3) and (4) [2].

1þ R � K2

1þ R
� μn

pu � Δθoil, rated ¼ μn
pu � τoil, rated �

∂θoil

∂t
þ θoil � θambð Þ1þn

Δθn
oil, rated

(3)

K � Pcu,pu θhsð Þ� �
unpu � Δθhs, rated ¼ μn

pu � τwdg, rated � ∂θhs

∂t
þ θhs � θoilð Þnþ1

Δθn
hs, rated

(4)

where the terms are as follows: R, ratio of rated load losses to no-load losses; K, the load
factor; μpu, oil viscosity (per-unit value); θamb, ambient temperature (�C); θhs, hot-spot
temperature (�C); θoil, top-oil temperature (�C); Δθoil,rated, rated top-oil temperature rise
over ambient (�C); Δθhs,rated, rated hot-spot temperature rise over top-oil temperature (�C);
τoil,rated, rated oil time constant (s); τwdg,rated, rated winding time constant (s); n is a constant
obtained from tables; and Pcu,pu(θhs) load loss’s dependence on temperature (per-unit
value).

In addition, the IEC 60076-7 standard proposes their own method with Eqs. (5) and (6):

θh tð Þ ¼ θa þ Δθoi þ Δθor � 1þ R � K2

1þ R

� �x
� Δθoi

( )
� f 1 tð Þ þ Δθhi þ H � gr � Ky � Δθhi

� 	
(5)

θh tð Þ ¼ θa þ Δθor � 1þ R � K2

1þ R

� �x
þ Δθoi � Δθor � 1þ R � K2

1þ R

� �x( )
� f 3 tð Þ þH � gr � Ky (6)

where Eq. (5) is applied for increasing the load factor and Eq. (6) is applied for decreasing the
load factor. The functions f1, f2 and f3 can be calculated as explained in [1]. With these two
models, the hot-spot temperature of a power transformer can be predicted over time, under
different load conditions. In [2], both methods are tested with different transformers of differ-
ent power rates and contrasted its accuracy with experimental measurements.

Figure 1. Dynamic models presented in [2]. (a) Top-oil model and (b) hot-spot model.
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For both models, a large number of parameters obtained from heat-run tests are necessary for
calculations. However, the model proposed in [2] requires less input data than the model
proposed by the standards.

Other complex models have been developed for top-oil and hot-spot temperature prediction.
These models take into account the different thermal resistances that appear from the different
heating sources in power transformer as shown in Figure 2 [3]. In addition, models for bottom-
oil temperature and bottom-winding temperature have been developed in [4].

In conclusion, dynamic thermal models are useful and can be implemented in computer
software without hardly computational cost, requiring less than 5 min in a normal PC. How-
ever, the input data necessary to run the model come from the results of heat-run tests, which
made this method dependent on the knowledge of these results.

3. Steady-state models

An alternative to dynamic models is steady-state model. Steady-state models attempt to
predict the temperature field in the transformer winding, determining the hot-spot tempera-
ture and its location. In these modelling techniques, the geometrical parameters of the trans-
former winding gain importance. Among the former, the one that is based on heat-run test is
shown in the next section. Then, between the second ones, models based on Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and those based on Thermal-Hydraulic Network Modelling (THNM)
are developed.

3.1. Hot-spot temperature rise from normal heat-run test data

The fundamental objective of a transformer thermal modelling is to be able to accurately
predict winding and component temperature rises above ambient temperature. For the indus-
try and transformer users, the determination of the location of the hot-spot and the hot-spot
temperature rise is especially interesting. In [1], the limit temperature for top oil and hot spot is
established at 105 and 120�C for normal operation.

Figure 2. Complex top-oil thermal circuit [3].
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These temperature rises are caused by the combination of voltage-related losses (no-load
losses) and current-related losses (load losses). The loss distribution is a scalar function P(r,φ,
z) [W/m3] over the volume of these transformer metal parts. The determination of electromag-
netic (EM) losses is usually made using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Windings are
divided into many rectangular sections with a uniform ampere-turn distribution. The eddy
losses are calculated for each conductor using Eq. (7)

P ¼ ω2 � B2 � T2

24 � r (7)

where B is the peak leakage flux density (T), ω = 2πf, where f is the frequency (Hz), T is the
conductor dimension perpendicular to the direction of the leakage flux density (m) and r is the
resistivity (Ω�m/mm2).

The axial and radial flux densities are assumed to be constant over a single conductor and
equal to the value at its centre. The total eddy losses for each winding are calculated by
integrating the losses of all its conductors.

The boundary conditions can influence the results. A transformer is a 3D construction, in
which the windings usually are symmetric, but the surrounding steel parts (core and tank)
are not, Figure 3.

The temperature rise over ambient temperature has to be calculated based on this loss distri-
bution taken into account thermal conductivity of the metal, the thermal conductivity of the
electrical insulation and convective cooling due to oil flow (viscosity of oil is important, which
makes the oil temperature also an important parameter).

The temperature rise of a transformer winding above the ambient temperature is built up from
three component temperature rises: (1) the temperature rise of the inlet oil, (2) the temperature
rise of the cooling oil as it passes through the transformer and (3) the temperature rise of the

Figure 3. Three-phase transformer with five-legged core and LV winding with a large pitch (front, top and side views,
and cross sections).
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winding above the cooling oil. These temperatures can be measured in the surrounding of the
transformer and in three points of it: inlet and outlet oil temperatures and mean winding
temperature.

The temperature increase of the oil on passing through the transformer is the difference
between the inlet and the outlet oil temperatures, but in a transformer, usually there are more
than one parallel oil paths, and each one could have their own temperature rise. It is accepted
that this increase is approximately the difference between the top-oil temperature and the
cooled oil inlet temperature [1].

The temperature rise of the winding above the oil is referred to as the “gradient,” g. A mean
value for this is obtained from the difference between the mean winding temperature, usually
determined by resistance measurements, and the mean oil temperature. The gradient can vary
with position because of local variations in winding losses and cooling effectiveness.

The temperature rise at the hot spot, Δθh (�C), top-oil temperature, Δθo (�C), is expected to be
greater than the mean winding gradient, g, as expressed by a hot-spot factor, H, Eq. (8):

Δθh ¼ Δθ0 þ H � gð Þ (8)

where H could be expressed as the product of two dimensionless factors, Qfac, related to
additional loss, and Sfac, related to the efficiency of cooling, Eq. (9):

H ¼ Qfac � Sfac (9)

The H factor can be derived from Figure 4 and can be expressed according to Eq. (10):

H ¼ θh � θ0

θw � θ0�θb
2

(10)

where θw and θb are, respectively, the average winding and bottom-oil temperatures (�C).

The Q-factor is a dimensionless factor as a ratio of two losses, and in cylindrical coordinates is
defined according to Eq. (11)

Qfac ¼
q r; z;φ;Tð Þ

qave
(11)

where q (r, z, φ, T) is the local loss density at a location (W/m3), r is the radial position, φ is the
angle in circumferential position, z is the axial position, T is the local temperature at (r, z, φ) (K)
and qave is the average loss of the winding at an average temperature (W/m3).

Heat transfer can be propagated in different directions, the overall heat transfer being a series
and parallel parts of (1) the insulation between the neighbouring conductors that are in direct
contact with each other. This is in a radial direction. (2) The insulation paper and oil boundary
layer between the conductor and the oil flow. This is in an axial direction. (3) The winding
copper. This is located in the tangential direction and usually can be neglected.
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For transformer manufacturers, a good thermal design is a very important issue. Aspects as
material, winding geometry, oil paths through the windings, or oil velocity are very relevant.
This design determines the cost and the insulation ageing (transformer life).

Mathematical models allow predicting transformer temperatures and winding hot-spot tem-
peratures with good accuracy. Transformer manufacturers use these models to make their
designs and any significant design variants. However, simulating the loss distribution in the
structural metal parts of a transformer requires a very large number of small mesh elements.
Nevertheless, calculating the temperature rise distribution in the structural metal parts
requires a much higher resolution mesh density.

3.2. Computational fluid dynamics modelling

Tackling numerically, a complex physical problem using computational resources has only
been able since few years ago. In fact, the current powerful computing resources allow us to
discretize complex geometries. Then, the underlying governing equations, for example, differ-
ential equations (DEs), can be solved assuming small simplifications. The discretization pro-
cess converts these DEs in a set of algebraic equations that can be solved using numerical
algorithms. Regarding our topic, in which heat transfer and fluid dynamics physics are
involved, the numerical method that carries out this process is named Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD).

Figure 4. Transformer thermal diagram with the measured quantities highlighted. A—Top-oil temperature derived as the
average of the tank outlet oil temperature and the tank oil pocket temperature. B—Mixed oil temperature in the tank at
the top of the winding (often assumed to be the same temperature as A). C—Temperature of the average oil in the tank.
D—Oil temperature at the bottom of the winding. E—Bottom of the tank. gr—Average winding to average oil (in tank)
temperature gradient at rated current. H—Hot-spot factor. P—Hot-spot temperature. Q—Average winding temperature
determined by resistance measurement.
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3.2.1. CFD basic concepts

CFD is based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. These are a set of Partial Differ-
ential Equations (PDE) that state the mass, momentum and energy conservations, Eqs. (15)–
(17). However, it is not possible to solve them in an exact way (except some scarce and special
cases). CFD allows solving these PDE by means of the geometrical model discretization. The
latter converts the PDE in a set of algebraic equations that can be solved using specialised
numerical algorithms, such as Gauss elimination algorithm, on a computer. These algorithms
obtain the solution (velocity, pressure, temperature, in the case of power transformers) at
discrete points of the studied domain [5]

∇ � ruð Þ ¼ 0 (12)

r u � ∇ð Þu ¼ ∇ pI þ μ ∇uþ ∇uð ÞT
� �

� 2
3
μ ∇ � uð ÞI

� �
þ F (13)

rCpu � ∇T ¼ ∇ � k∇Tð Þ þ q (14)

where r, u, p, I, μ, F, Cp T and q of Eqs. (12)–(14) are, respectively, density (kg/m3), velocity
vector (m/s), pressure (Pa), identity matrix, dynamic viscosity (Pa�s), body force vector (N/m3),
specific heat capacity (J/kg�K), temperature (K) and unitary heat transfer (W/m3).

The first step in this kind of modelling is usually to determine the dimensions number
of the geometrical model: 2D or 3D, generally. This is very important since the geometrical
model is the first source of errors. For instance, if 2D models were considered in CFD,
important edge effects that contribute to heat transfer and flow phenomena could be
obviated.

Generally, CAD tools are used to draw the geometry (Solidworks, Inventor, etc.). These tools
allow defining the geometry with a high-detail level. The latter is an essential aspect to be
considered since a very detailed geometry can excessively complicate the numerical model
without significant improvement in the problem definition. For instance, in the case of the
power transformer shown in Figure 5, it was decided to simplify the phase using angular and
plane symmetries since these simplifications did not affect the solution accuracy.

The physics involved in the problem analysed must be described. In CFD, many mathematical
models can be used to define the heat transfer and flow phenomena. In fact, an adequate
selection of the model and a correct setting of the boundary conditions supported by this
model are a crucial task to avoid errors in the numerical solution obtained.

This task consists in the division of the geometric model in smaller parts (cells). This is the so-
called discretization. There are mainly three discretization techniques: finite element, finite
volume and finite difference. At the same time, these techniques generate structured and/or
unstructured meshes.

Structured meshing is habitually used in simple geometries such as the one shown in Figure 5.
This geometry consists in volumetric cells of six faces that can uniquely be identified using
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three indexes (i,j,k). The deformation grade (mesh quality) of the elements of this meshing type
is generally smaller than in the other case. In addition, the cells can be oriented in the main
flow direction, thus capturing the flow phenomena in a better way.

By contrast, unstructured meshing can be used in very complex geometries. The cells may
have any shape (quadrilateral or triangular shapes in 2D, tetrahedral or hexahedral shapes in
3D), thus a better adaption to the geometry is obtained. However, this type of mesh generates a
set of algebraic equations whose solution time is habitually higher. Finally, the mesh refine-
ment grade affects the solution accuracy. Generally, the finer the mesh, the more accurate the
solution is.

The solution of the set of algebraic equations resulting from the discretization of the geometric
model is the last step. This can be done using direct or iterative methods. The latter are
habitually used to solve the Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) problems since the computational
requirements are smaller than that required by the former methods. For instance, CHT prob-
lems are commonly solved using iterative methods such as Conjugate gradient, Gauss-Seidel
and Multigrid.

In addition, to solve the algebraic equations, a convergence criterion is needed to be consid-
ered. This is often implied to assume a maximum error in the residuals of the governing
equations. That is, the solution obtained is not exact. In other words, another error appears in
the numerical model solution.

In comparison with other numerical tools (for instance, THNM), a lot of computing time and a
great amount of computational resources are needed by CFD. However, this technique allows
knowing the fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena in fine detail.

Figure 5. Geometry definition.
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3.2.2. Main research lines of CFD applied to transformer thermal modelling

As can be seen in Figure 6, the cooling system of a power transformer is a closed loop that
consists mainly of a heat source (windings), a heat sink (radiators) and a tank. Most CFD
studies are focused on the thermal-fluid behaviour of the cooling system inside the windings.
Nonetheless, some efforts have been put into the thermal modelling of the radiators too. The
next subsections present a brief review of these topics.

3.2.3. Winding modelling

As mentioned previously, the main goal of the winding CFD modelling is to numerically
predict the hot-spot temperature and temperature distributions in oil-immersed transformers
since their life span depends on it. First works were developed at the beginning of this century.
For instance, Mufuta et al. and El Wakil et al. modelled two windings using this technique. The
former characterises the oil flow through an array of discs with different spaces between discs
and different inlet conditions [7]. The latter employed a 2D axisymmetric model of a power
transformer with six different geometries and six different inlet velocities in order to study the
heat transfer and oil flow through the windings [8]. In the same decade, other authors have
contributed to this labour. For instance, Torriano performed 2D and 3D simulations of an LV
winding (LVW) of a power transformer with zigzag cooling to determine the effects of several
elements, such as sticks and inter-sticks, in the temperature distribution [6, 9]. In 2011,
Gastelurrutia et al. carried out a study where they developed a 3D and a 2D model of an Oil
Natural-Air Natural (ONAN) distribution transformer. They demonstrated the good capacity
of the simplified 2Dmodel to represent the thermal behaviour of the whole transformer [10]. In
2012, Tsili et al. established a methodology to develop a 3D model to predict hot-spot temper-
ature [11]. In this year, Skillen et al. carried out a CFD simulation of a 2D non-isothermal flow
axisymmetric model in order to characterise the oil flow in transformer winding with zigzag

Figure 6. Schematic of oil circulation in a power transformer [6].
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cooling [12]. In 2014, Yatsevsky carried out a 2D-axisymmetric simulation of a CHTmodel of a
transformer, including the core, the tank and the radiator, in order to predict hot spots in an
oil-immersed transformer with natural convection. The developed model has shown a good
adequacy verified by experiments [13]. Recently, Torriano et al. have developed a 3D CHT
model of an Oil Natural (ON) disc-type power transformer-winding scale model. An underes-
timation of the average and hot-spot temperatures was obtained in this model in comparison
with the experimental setup when the entire cooling loop was considered. This is the reason
why the authors chose to reduce the computational domain to the winding, setting the inlet
boundary conditions. This way, the model accuracy was improved significantly [14].

The substitution of mineral oil by new biodegradable dielectric liquids is another research line
in which CFD is used as an analysis tool. However, few experimental and theoretical works
can be found in the study related with the cooling capacity of these new liquids. In 2015, Park
et al. employed a 2D-CFD model to obtain temperature and velocity profiles of some alterna-
tive liquids used in a distribution transformer of 2.3 MVA and a power transformer of 16.5
MVA [15]. In the same year, Lecuna et al. carried out a 3D-CFD simulation of an ONAN
distribution transformer comparing a natural ester, a synthetic ester, a high kinematic viscosity
silicone oil and a low kinematic viscosity silicone oil with a mineral oil [16]. These works
conclude that alternative liquids produce higher temperatures in the transformer windings
designed for mineral oil. More recently, Santisteban et al. evaluated the cooling performance of
two alternative vegetal liquids with that of a typical mineral oil. This task was carried out
using a 2D-axisymmetric model of an LVW with zigzag cooling in which temperature distri-
butions, hot-spot temperatures and their locations, and hot-spot factors were determined. In
contrast to the results of the previous works, this work shows that the hot-spot temperature is
lower for the vegetable oils in the initial design than that of mineral oil [17].

Finally, CFD is also used to analyse the advantage of using natural esters in the transformer
insulation system. For instance, in 2016, Fernandez et al. published a work in which laboratory
experiments and CFD simulations are combined to study the influence of vegetable oils in the
life span of the winding insulation paper [18]. It was concluded that, even though the chapter
suffers worse thermal conditions when it is immersed in vegetable oils, the physical properties
of these oils extend the life span of this chapter, Figure 7. That is, in the long term, both effects
tend to the balance and the degradation is similar to the one obtained in windings cooled by
mineral oil.

3.2.4. Radiator modelling

Most of the power transformers have fan-cooled radiators. CFD can be used to improve
the cooling capability of these components. Few works can be found with this subject. In fact,
this topic has mainly begun to be treated in this decade. For instance, Kim et al. presented in
2013, a predictive and experimental study about the cooling performance of the radiators used
in oil-filled power transformers with two different cooling methods, ONAN and Oil-Directed
Air Natural (ODAN) [19]. The aim was to experimentally evaluate the cooling capacity of the
radiator and compare the results with those obtained with two different predictive methods.
CFD was one of these methods. The authors stated that the radiator optimization could be
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done in this way. On the other hand, to improve the cooling capacity of the radiators, the fan’s
location in the radiators has to be studied. Paramane et al. conducted this in 2014 using both
CFD and experimental studies [20]. They considered horizontal and vertical blowing direc-
tions. For the transformer studied, they found that the horizontal blowing direction had a
higher performance due to the lesser air sideway leakages that those of the vertical blowing
case. Two years later, in 2016, the same authors carried out the same type of study [21].
However, as a novelty, they provide the effect of the blowing direction on the temperature
and velocity distributions of the oil inside the radiators.

Finally, in 2017, Ríos et al.? presented the result comparison of two models (a semi-analytical
model and a CFD model) with the experimental results of a radiator of a 30-MVA power
transformer working in ONANmode. The objective was to validate both models in order to use
them in the optimization of the current radiator design [22]. This aim was accomplished. An
extension of this work was presented the same year with the goal of analysing the thermal-fluid
dynamic behaviour of the radiator working in ONAF mode with vertical blowing of the fans
[23]. The results obtained, which were validated with experimental and CFD results, showed
that the semi-analytical model they proposed was a useful tool for radiator design processes.

3.3. Thermal hydraulic network modelling, THNM

THNM is a technique for transformer thermal modelling that relies on three basic principles:
mass conservation, momentum conservation and energy conservation. It implies a subdivision
of the domain in multiple elements where the conservation principles are observed as a conve-
rgence condition.

This model describes the conservation principles by algebraic equation sets that makes the
solving time shorter than CFD that describes the same principles into a set of partial differential

Figure 7. Velocities (mm/s) and temperatures (�C) distributions.
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equations. These principles are applied to solve the temperature and oil flow fields in several
parts of the transformer (windings, core, coolers). THNM applied on the windings can be useful
for predicting the hot-spot temperature.

THNM models are the coupling of two different networks: the hydraulic network and the
thermal network. The hydraulic network comprises the oil flows through channels and nodes.
The oil flow is modelled using the electric circuit analogy where the oil flow and pressure
correspond to, respectively, electrical current and voltage. The thermal network models the
heat transfer between the active parts and the cooling circuit of the transformer. Temperature-
dependent properties of the materials and heat transfer coefficients make both networks to be
coupled.

3.3.1. Hydraulic network

The hydraulic network corresponding to a disc winding with barriers is shown in Figure 8.
The hydraulic network consists of eight nodes, four per axial side, where two of the nodes
correspond to the entrance and exit of the coolant and the three remaining nodes per side are
where the coolant branches or merges. The network is represented by its electrical circuit
analogy where the physical quantity associated to each node corresponds to the sum of the
static and dynamic pressures. In the circuit, resistances represent frictional pressure drops, and
resistances in the nodes represent the local pressure drops as well. Buoyancy effect is repres-
ented by generators representing the gain of pressure due to gravitational effects. Since the
hydraulic resistances depend on the flow, the hydraulic circuit proposed in Figure 8 is a
nonlinear circuit that has to be solved with an iterative procedure [24].

Figure 8. Analogy hydraulic circuit versus hydraulic network.
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3.3.2. Thermal network

Thermal network describes the heat transfer phenomena on the transformer and on the trans-
former elements. There are two main mechanisms of heat transfer in a transformer winding:
heat conduction in the conductors and in the solid insulation, and convection from the active
part to the cooling oil. The convection term highly depends on the oil flow distribution, which
is given by the hydraulic network. In addition, hydraulic network depends on temperature
buoyancy effect and temperature-dependent properties of the cooling oil. This coupling
between networks enhances the necessity to apply iterative procedures to solve both networks.

An approach for the thermal part of a transformer winding is to build a thermal network. For
the case of a disc winding, the analogy with electric circuits is useful to model the heat transfer
in two directions, axial and radial. A resistive term is used for modelling heat conduction
between conductor and solid insulation and a resistive term is used for the convective part,
which depends on the oil flow distribution. A good approach consists in assuming that the
thermal resistance of the conductor is negligible, considering only the resistance of the solid
insulation. A voltage source represents the oil temperature and a current source represents the
heat generation on each node. Figure 9 represents the thermal network previously described,
where the Rλi represents the thermal resistance for conductive terms, Rαi represents the ther-
mal resistance for convective terms, θbi and θti represent the temperature on the channels and
Pγi represents the heat source in the conductors [24].

3.3.3. Complete loop modelling

Other application of THNM is to model the complete oil loop of the transformer. It is based on
the global pressure equilibrium of the oil loop, considering core, tank, winding and radiators,
taking into account thermal driving forces, pump forces and pressure drops in the whole loop.
Thermal driving forces appear due to density changes with temperature. Driving forces and
pressure drop depend on the oil flow rate. The oil flow rate, Qo, represents the equilibrium
between driving forces and pressure drops.

Figure 9. Thermal network of a transformer winding disc.
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A simple way to imagine the oil loop of a transformer is described as follows: the oil is heated
in the windings, then flows through a piping system reaching the radiator, where it is cooled
and finally goes through another piping system to reach the starting point. Although there is
heat exchange in the piping system, it is considered negligible compared to the heat exchanged
in radiators and windings. It is represented in Figure 10.

Thermal driving force is generated due to density variations along the loop and can be
expressed by Eq. (15)

pT ¼ ∮ r� g⇀ � dl⇀¼ ∮ r � gcosφ � dl (15)

where r is the oil density, g! is the gravity vector, φ is the angle between velocity and gravity

vectors and l
!
is the path vector.

For simplicity, Eq. (16) can be expressed as follows:

pT ¼ rr � g � β � Δθol � ΔH (16)

where rr is the oil density at a reference temperature (kg/m3), β is the volume expansion
coefficient of the oil (1/K), ΔθOl is the vertical temperature gradient (�C) and ΔH is the height
difference between the centre point of the radiator and the centre point of the winding (m).

When the pump runs directly to the windings, the total driving pressure will be the sum of the
thermal driving force and the pump driving force where the pump pressure is much higher
than the thermal driving pressure.

The pressure drop can be subdivided into two different groups: major and minor losses. Major
losses involve the frictional pressure drops and minor losses involve the local pressure drops
due to accessories in the cooling circuit (valves, junctions, etc.).

Figure 10. Oil loop of a transformer.
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The driving pressure on the loop must be equal to the total pressure drop. Energy conservation
is also applied to the loop. The energy balance of the winding is presented in Eq. (17)

pγ ¼ r � cp �Qo � Δθol (17)

where Pγ are the power losses in the winding (W), cp is the specific heat of the oil at average oil
temperature (J/kg�K), r is the density at bottom-oil temperature (kg/m3) and Qo is the volume
oil flow (m3/s).

With these two equations, Eqs. (16) and (17), there are three variables that are volume oil flow
Qo, bottom-oil temperature TOb and top-oil temperature TOt. Eq. (18) is added when consider-
ing the energy balance in the radiator

kp �O � T0 xð Þ � Tað Þdx ¼ �r � cp �Q0 � dT0 xð Þ (18)

where kp is the total heat transfer coefficient (HTC) (W/m2K), O is the circumference of the
outer radiator cross section (m), TO(x) is the oil temperature at position x (K) and QO is the oil
flow through the radiator (m3/s).

Assuming that the HTC does not change along the radiator in a significant way, the solution of
Eq. (19) is

T0 xð Þ ¼ Ta þ Tot � Tað Þ � e�
kp �O

r�cp �Qo
�x (19)

Then, integrating the cooling power in the radiator

P ¼
ðLR
0

To xð Þ � Tað Þ � kp �O � dx (20)

result in the following equation:

P ¼ r � cp �Qo � Tot � Tað Þ � 1� e�
kp �O�LR
r�cp �Qo


 �
(21)

In this explanation, it is assumed that there is no heat exchange in the tank and there are no
core losses. Consequently, from Eqs. (16), (17) and (21), two unknown temperatures and the oil
flow can be determined [24].

3.3.4. Detailed winding model

THNM can be developed for predicting the temperature and oil flow distribution in a trans-
former winding in detail. For this type of modelling, bottom-oil temperature and oil flow rate
have to be taken as inputs for the model. There is also the possibility to introduce a non-
uniform power source in the active part of the winding.
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Applying a special discretization and following THNM principles, there are some assump-
tions that are taken in this kind of models: perfect thermal mixing is considered at
junctions, fully developed flows are assumed in oil channels and exterior walls are con-
sidered as adiabatic.

The accuracy of these models has been tested and resulted acceptable. In order to increase this
accuracy, many authors have tried to focus into two different parameters that come from
correlations from datasets that are local pressure drop coefficients and convective heat transfer
coefficient.

The knowledge of these two parameters is small in this application since there is
not much experience to define them. However, some authors have defined these parame-
ters based on datasets obtained from CFD results. Using CFD to accurately these two
parameters has improved the performance of detailed THNMs. These kinds of models are
known as CFD calibrated THNMs and integrate both main techniques of transformer
thermal modelling.

THNM modelling predicts temperature distribution and velocity in the channels of the wind-
ings of the transformer. Hot-spot and top-oil temperatures can be estimated using THNM in a
fast calculation, taking less than 5 min in a normal computer. These results show small
deviations with respect to the obtained CFD models that are below 5% of deviation in hot-
spot and top-oil temperature.

3.3.5. Detailed radiator model

Other kinds of THNM modelling are the detailed radiator models. These models rely on the
same principles than detailed winding models, but applied on the radiator part. Thermal
modelling of radiators is complex, although radiators are mechanically simple, because of the
following reasons: oil temperature varies in function of the height and per radiator panel,
temperature variation is a function of the oil mass flow and the local heat flux, the local heat
flux is dependent on the temperature difference between oil and ambient air and the local air
velocity and the local air velocity are variable along the position in the radiator [25].

Especially, focus needs to be made on the air velocities distribution since there exist three
possible configurations: air natural (AN), air forced (AF) with vertical air flow and air forced
with horizontal flow. With AN configuration, the air flow through the panels is originated by
buoyancy forces of the hot air. The buoyancy force will be in equilibrium with the pressure
drop of the air flow through the panels.

In the case of AF, air flow distribution generated from the fans has to be previously defined in
order to obtain the heat transfer coefficient in the radiator plates. In order to better understand
and model the air distribution over the radiator panels, CFD simulations have been carried
out. Determining that the air coming from a fan spread in a conic way, an effective air velocity
can be calculated based on the volumetric air capacity of the fan and the cone surface. With
these assumptions, thermal modelling of the radiator can be made.
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4. Summary

In this chapter, different techniques for transformer thermal modelling have been introduced.
The main goal of all of them is to predict the hot-spot temperature in the transformer windings
with good accuracy. Due to the complex phenomena involved in transformer thermal model-
ling, the models have to be previously validated with experimental data. The first models are
the dynamic models, which take into account different load factors to predict hot-spot and top-
oil temperatures over time. These models are useful to predict hot-spot temperatures in
scenarios of emergency load. The steady-state models predict the temperature and velocity
profiles in the windings of the transformer for a selected load rate. These models, CFD and
THNM, are useful for design steps to predict the thermal behaviour of the transformer. CFD is
a more accurate method, whereas THNM is faster and requires less computational resources.
Both are used for design steps of transformer windings. Steady-state models are also used to
test the cooling performance of alternative dielectric liquids, such as natural esters, in power
transformers by comparing hot-spot temperature and pressure drop over the windings.
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